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Once you have purchased a pair of our OveRx sunglasses, be sure to acquaint yourself with the products features and benefits. Unlike a
fashion sunglass, an OveRx sunglass is designed to provide a unique experience. Understanding what your glasses can and can’t do will
maximize your enjoyment and satisfaction with the product.

OveRx Sunglasses – Enjoy all the Features
So you bought a pair of OveRx sunglasses, besides putting them on, what more is there to do? Well, if you really want to enjoy all the
benefits of your new OveRx sunglasses, this article will give you some insight on how to best use and care for your new sunwear.
First and foremost make sure you have selected the right size of OveRx sunglasses. The correct size is the smallest model that will
comfortably and completely envelop your prescription eyewear. The OveRx sunglass should be pushed back towards the forehead until the
prescription frame sits completely within the OveRx sunglasses. If the OveRx sunglasses can’t accommodate the prescription eyewear
entirely, you need a larger pair. It’s important you wear the correct size; poorly fitted OveRx sunglasses will deliver sub-par performance. If
you think you have the incorrect size take the glasses back to the store where you purchased them and exchange them for the correct size.
Unlike many imitators, Live Eyewear OveRx sunglasses feature frames that block light from above, peripherally and below. The unique scoop
on the underside of your OveRx sunglasses is instrumental in providing a tranquil environment for your eyes. If fitted correctly, the OveRx
sunglass chassis will block the majority of reflected light from reaching the eyes from below. Since up to 70% of light that reaches the eyes
is reflected off pavement, sand, snow or water, its key that the OveRx sunglass blocks this light out. Failing to block reflected glare will dilute
the effectiveness of your OveRx sunglass.
Another important feature which makes Live Eyewear OveRx sunglasses so comfortable is the Flex2Fit temples. The temples feature a
flexible wire core, which allows you to shape the temples to whatever position best suits your personal liking, while keeping the sunglasses
securely in place. A popular method is to bend the end of the temples around the ears. Another method is to bend the temple inward
slightly, creating a firm, but gentle pressure against the head. Depending on the style of your prescription frame, your head size, ear
position and personal preference, there are thousands of possible positions the temples can be put in. Once you shape the Flex2Fit temples
it will remain in that position unless you intentionally change them. It is critical that the glasses are secure so after you have found a position
to your liking, gently shake your head. If the OveRx glasses rattle or move slightly, reshape the temples until the sunglasses remain in place.
Don’t underestimate the comfort of Flex2Fit temples! If you find the sunglasses are irritating you or feel slightly uncomfortable, keep working
with the temples until you find a position that works perfectly. If you don’t, you may find yourself removing the sunglasses after extended
periods due to the irritation or discomfort.
Take some time to practice the “lift-up,” this maneuver will save you time and effort when you need to remove the sunglasses for a short
amount of time. Instead of completely taking the OveRx sunglasses off, simply swing the front of the frame towards the top of your head,
pivoting the temples. This allows the sunglasses to be quickly raised and lowered, without having to completely disengage the product. In
many cases, the OveRx sunglass will need to slide forward slightly, so that the undercarriage can clear the prescription eyewear. “Lift-up”
techniques differ depending on the individual shape and size of the prescription eyewear, but once you perfect the technique you’ll find it
extremely handy.
Caring for Live Eyewear’s products is relatively simple. We take great care to design and fabricate our patented products with durability in
mind. We stand behind the product with a limited lifetime warranty, so if your glasses ever fail under normal conditions of use, we will
replace the product at no charge. However, understand that normal use means everyday, typical use.
Always keep the sunglasses in the protective case when not in use. Although the Polaré lenses are scratch resistant, nothing is scratch
proof! Instead of throwing the glasses in your handbag or onto a car dashboard, take a few seconds to return them to the case provided. In
fact, 94% of sunglass lens damage occurs when the glasses are not being worn. Metallic items such as car keys can be extremely
destructive to sunglass lenses. Even if you don’t notice a scratch, poor care of sunglass lenses can result in thousands of minute scratches
that cumulatively cause what is referred to as “haze”. The thousands of tiny scratches gradually build up to form a blurry glaze over the
lenses, reducing visual acuity. Although our Polaré lens system is the highest quality and most durable in the OveRx sunglass category… it is
important to treat the glasses with care. Given proper care, your OveRx sunglasses can last for a lifetime.
For more information regarding your specific make and model, please do not hesitate to contact Live Eyewear directly. We would love to
hear from you. www.liveeyewear.com or (800) 834-2563.

